MTSU SGA Proposal:

- A resolution proposing to expand voting accessibility beyond WebMT, by setting up several voting booths throughout main traffic areas on campus.

Whereas: All voting is done solely through WebMT, as stated in Article IX, section 11 of the Electoral Act.

Whereas: Not all students, especially entering freshmen, are familiar with the proceedings on how to vote on WebMT.

Whereas: Only a small percentage of MTSU students vote, perhaps the visual effect and easy accessibility of a voting booth will encourage more students to vote and become more involved in SGA activities, thus increasing school spirit.

- Therefore:

Section 1: Upon passage, students will be able to vote at voting booths on campus in or around dorms and at any other recreational and educational institution by which students access.

Section 2: Funding for voting booths should be allocated in the annual Student Government Association fiscal budget.

Section 3: The Election Commissioner and his staff shall be responsible for voting booth personnel, organization, set up and the tallying of votes done at voting booths.

Section 4: Voting at WebMT will also be an alternative for those students who feel voting there is more convenient.

By: Dennis Clark, Freshmen Senator
    Joshua Graham, Senator for the College of Liberal Arts
    Erica Rodcfer, At Large Senator